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Ecco 2020 – Background info from annual accounts



Ecco 2020 – Danish tax authorities’ case summary

A Danish parent company purchased goods from both internal and external producers, and the case concerned trade
with the foreign subsidiaries happened on arm’s length terms.

The parent company had prepared two sets of two transfer pricing documentation, both of which were available when SKAT
made a decision. The transfer pricing documentation included a review of the parent company
determination of prices and terms in relation to both internal and external production companies, and in addition included
the transfer pricing documentation comparability analyzes. The High Court found after a collective
assessment that the parent company's transfer pricing documentation provided the tax authorities with an adequate
basis for assessing whether the arm's length principle was complied with and that the documentation was not deficient
to such an extent that it could be equated with a lack of documentation.

The question then was whether the Ministry of Taxation had proved that the remuneration of the parent company's transactions
with the foreign subsidiaries did not happen on arm’s length terms. This the High Court found not substantiated.



Ecco 2020 – Relevant structure and transactions
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Ecco 2020 – “Direct injection technology”

Short video
https://www.youtu
be.com/watch?v=h
Xd3Aoo2zfc

Longer
https://www.youtu
be.com/watch?v=e
5QXv0Vx_-U

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hXd3Aoo2zfc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e5QXv0Vx_-U


Ecco 2020 – How centralised was management and intangibles

2004 Accounts 2005 Accounts 2006 Accounts



Ecco 2020 – General comments about case

• Interesting case, but difficult to 
follow
• Some form of comparability 

analysis

• Head of tax subsequent 
comments are insightful

• One factor which likely turned the tables was 
that ECCO was able to argue their case before 
the High Court for five days. In comparison, 
the taxpayer had only 45 minutes to argue 
their case before the Tribunal. 

• In addition, ECCO switched tactics. Before the 
Tribunal, the focus was on invalidating the 
claims made by the tax administration; before 
the High Court, though, they focused on 
substantiating their business strategy.
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Ecco 2020 – General comments about case

• Interesting case, but difficult to 
follow
• Some form of comparability 

analysis

• Head of tax subsequent 
comments are insightful

• Too many fact deletions

• Case build up in itself
(not a summary judgement)

Case build up

Previous decision = facts

Witness testimony summaries

Parties point of view

• Head of Tax comment very clear

• Too much technicalities

• Feels very adversarial:
being right, not finding right

Court argumentation

Court decision



Ecco 2020 – Court decision

• No rejected documentation, substituted amounts or reversal burden of proof

• No mention royalties transaction or intangibles

• Shoe prices G7 & G8 at arm’s length
• Lumping G7 & G8 together

• Using H1 A/S as comparable

• Fair lower contribution margin, because Direct Injection equipment much more expensive

• H1 A/S request G7 & G8 further reduce cost & budget approval subject to further savings

• No overbudgetting

• Never really a clear characterisation of any parties and very little about risk

• Making point about volume dependence for contribution margin (between Gross & 
Operating profit), or did they mean EBIT(DA).

• Conclusion 
• No documentation rejection, hope SKAT would stop doing this

• No recharacterisation

• No appeal, but some legislative changes coming up


